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This study used functional magnetic resonance imaging to
investigate individual differences in the neural underpinnings of
sentence comprehension, with a focus on neural adaptability
(dynamic configuration of neural networks with changing task
demands). Twenty-seven undergraduates, with varying working
memory capacities and vocabularies, read sentences that were
either syntactically simple or complex under conditions of varying
extrinsic working memory demands (sentences alone or preceded
by to-be-remembered words or nonwords). All readers showed
greater neural adaptability when extrinsic working memory
demands were low, suggesting that adaptability is related to
resource availability. Higher capacity readers showed greater
neural adaptability (greater increase in activation with increasing
syntactic complexity) across conditions than did lower capacity
readers. Higher capacity readers also showed better maintenance
of or increase in synchronization of activation between brain
regions as tasks became more demanding. Larger vocabulary was
associated with more efficient use of cortical resources (reduced
activation in frontal regions) in all conditions but was not
associated with greater neural adaptability or synchronization.
The distinct characterizations of verbal working memory capacity
and vocabulary suggest that dynamic facets of brain function such
as adaptability and synchronization may underlie individual differ-
ences in more general information processing abilities, whereas
neural efficiency may more specifically reflect individual differ-
ences in language experience.
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Introduction

The neural underpinnings of reading comprehension are

modulated by a complex interaction between reader

characteristics and text characteristics. The current study

addressed this intersection of reader and text variables by

investigating how individuals adapt neurally to changes in

the computational demands of a task. Previous research on

sentence comprehension has shown that the ability to

dynamically configure cortical networks on an ‘‘as-needed’’

basis with changing task demands varies among individuals

and is related to comprehension ability (Prat et al. 2007).

Here, we explored the mechanism of such neural adaptabil-

ity by examining individual differences in patterns of

activation when healthy adults with varying working

memory capacity and vocabulary size read sentences varying

in syntactic complexity under different external working

memory demands.

Characteristics of Skilled Comprehenders

Verbal Working Memory Capacity

To comprehend sentences, readers must execute multiple

component linguistic processes in parallel while storing

intermediate representations. Thus, indices of verbal working

memory capacity such as the Reading Span Test (Daneman and

Carpenter 1980) that measure the ability to simultaneously

process sentences and maintain information in memory

correlate well with language comprehension abilities under

a variety of conditions (for a review, see Daneman and Merikle

1996). The relation between working memory capacity and

syntactic processing is particularly well established in the

literature. For example, high-capacity individuals are more

sensitive to syntactic ambiguities (e.g., MacDonald et al. 1992;

Pearlmutter and MacDonald 1995; Long and Prat 2008) and are

better able to parse complex syntactic structures (e.g., King

and Just 1991; Just and Carpenter 1992) than are low-capacity

individuals. A similar enabling relation between working

memory capacity and syntactic processing is observed when

extrinsic demands on working memory resources are manip-

ulated. For example, adding a secondary working memory task,

such as a short list of to-be-remembered words, greatly

decreases the ability of all readers to parse sentences (Wanner

and Maratsos 1978; King and Just 1991; Gordon et al. 2001,

2002; Fedorenko et al. 2006), especially when the sentence is

complex (King and Just 1991; Gordon et al. 2002; Fedorenko

et al. 2006) and/or when the reader has a low working memory

capacity (King and Just 1991). Thus, several lines of research

have converged to highlight the importance of working

memory resources for syntactic processing. In the current

study, we investigated the nature of such capacity constraints

by comparing neural activation patterns during the processing

of syntactically simple and complex sentences by individuals

with varying resource availability under conditions that placed

increasing demands on working memory resources.

Although verbal working memory scores and measures of

reading comprehension ability tend to be highly correlated,

they do not measure identical constructs (see Daneman and

Hannon 2001; Hannon and Daneman 2001; Long et al. 2008).

Hannon and Daneman (2001), for example, developed a tool to

separately measure 4 components of reading comprehension

skill and found that direct measures of reading comprehension

skill, such as the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, were highly

correlated with each of the 4 components of comprehension

ability, whereas reading span scores were most highly

correlated with processes based on memory for explicit text

information and were more weakly correlated with measures

of knowledge access and integration. In another investigation
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of the factors related to individual differences in memory for

discourse, Long et al. (2008) administered a battery of

psychometric tests to 149 college undergraduates and used

factor analysis to extract 5 factors relevant to reading

comprehension abilities. Measures of reading comprehension

ability (i.e., Nelson-Denny Reading Test) and print exposure

loaded most highly onto a factor related to verbal abilities,

which was reliably predictive of later recognition memory for

texts, whereas measures of working memory capacity (reading

span and operation span) loaded most highly onto a separate

working memory factor that did not reliably predict later

memory for texts. Thus, verbal working memory scores explain

some, but not all, of the variance observed in measures of

reading comprehension ability.

Word Knowledge

Reading comprehension, like all complex cognitive tasks, is

resource demanding. Hence, the efficiency with which an

individual can encode, access, and represent the basic units

(words) of a sentence is an important component of

comprehension ability. According to the lexical quality

hypothesis (e.g., Perfetti 1985, 2007; Perfetti and Hart 2001),

variability in the quality of representations of individual words

underlies individual differences in reading comprehension

abilities. In fact, several studies have shown that individual

differences in measures of word knowledge, or the quality of

lexical representations, are also related to differences in

comprehension ability (e.g., Perfetti 1985, 2007; Bell and

Perfetti 1994). These findings are also consistent with the

capacity theory of comprehension (Just and Carpenter 1992),

which states that the availability of cognitive resources

constrains the number and type of linguistic processes that

can be executed at any given moment. Thus, a reduction in

mental effort necessary for encoding words leads to greater

availability of resources for higher level operations (e.g.,

syntactic processing), and therefore is another factor

underlying comprehension ability.

While verbal working memory capacity and word knowledge

have been extensively correlated with comprehension ability,

the nature and development of these 2 characteristics of

readers is quite different. Verbal working memory capacity has

been viewed as a general characteristic of fluid information

processing ability that peaks in early adolescence (e.g.,

Gathercole 1999; Gathercole et al. 2004) and then decreases

after young adulthood (e.g., Horn and Cattell 1967; Stanovich

et al. 1995). Indices of verbal working memory capacity are

highly correlated with indices of nonverbal working memory

capacity as well as with more general measures of reasoning

and fluid intelligence (e.g., Kyllonen and Christal 1990; Engle

et al. 1999). Until recently, working memory capacity was

believed to be a rather impermeable characteristic of an

individual that was unaffected by experience with particular

tasks (for recent studies showing improvement of working

memory capacity with specialized training, see Jaeggi et al.

2008 and Chein and Morrison 2010). Word knowledge, on the

other hand, is acquired through experience with language; it

continues to grow with reading experience throughout the life

span. Given the distinguishing properties of working memory

capacity and word knowledge, it is plausible that the biological

bases of these 2 reader characteristics and their influences on

comprehension ability are quite different.

The current study explores the neural bases of working

memory capacity and word knowledge as they enter into

sentence comprehension. We used Reading Span Test scores

(Daneman and Carpenter 1980) as indices of working memory

capacity and used scores on the vocabulary portion of the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test as indices of word knowledge. The

Reading Span Test involves reading aloud sets of sentences in

progressively increasing block sizes (2--6 consecutive senten-

ces) and recalling the sentences’ final words; it is one of the

most widely used indices of verbal working memory capacity.

The vocabulary portion of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test

consists of 80 multiple choice vocabulary items and has been

normed for college readers. In the Long et al. (2008) analysis,

scores on this portion of the test loaded most highly onto the

verbal ability factor described above and were highly correlated

with scores on the comprehension section of the same test (r =
0.69) and with measures of print exposure (r = 0.50). In this

experiment, we correlate scores on these 2 behavioral

measures with brain-based indices of sentence comprehension

under a variety of processing demands to further explore the

neural underpinnings of individual differences in comprehen-

sion abilities.

Network-Level Characteristics of Skilled Comprehension

Research on individual differences in reading has yielded 3

important facets of brain function that appear to underlie

comprehension ability: neural adaptability, neural synchroniza-

tion, and neural efficiency (e.g., Maxwell et al. 1974; Prat et al.

2007). One goal of the current experiment is to explore the

extent to which variability in each of these facets of brain

function relates to individual differences in working memory

capacity and word knowledge. Another goal is to examine

neural adaptability by investigating changes in activation under

varying intrinsic (syntactic complexity) and extrinsic (external

working memory load) sentence processing demands. Al-

though our research focuses on reading, we propose that the

3 facets of brain function described herein represent more

general characterizations of ‘‘skilled’’ information processing in

distributed and dynamic cortical networks. Below we summa-

rize existing research on the role of neural adaptability,

synchronization, and efficiency in complex cognitive tasks.

Neural Adaptability

Human cognition is characterized by dynamic adaptations to

the environment, and therefore a cortical network engaged in

performing a skilled task must be able to adapt to changing

information processing demands (e.g., Schafer 1982; Garlick

2002). Neuroimaging research provides evidence of such

adaptation in terms of the activation of brain areas on an as-

needed basis. Although a modal set of areas activates for any

given task, additional areas can be recruited to deal with

increasing demands. To illustrate, Just et al. (1996) found that

as syntactic complexity increased, right hemisphere (RH)

homologues of typical left hemisphere (LH) language regions

were increasingly activated.

Research on individual differences in sentence comprehen-

sion suggests that high-working memory capacity individuals

show greater neural adaptability (modulation of activation) in

the face of changing task demands (Prat et al. 2007).

Specifically, high-capacity readers showed greater increases in

activation for sentences with low-frequency nouns versus
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high-frequency nouns than did low-capacity readers. There-

fore, differences in comprehension ability may reflect differ-

ences in the adaptability of a neural network in the face of

changing demands.

In the current study, we explored various accounts of

individual differences in neural adaptability. One account

suggests that individual differences in adaptability are a conse-

quence of individual differences in baseline neural efficiency.

According to this account, greater adaptability in high-capacity

readers arises because individuals with more efficient baseline

comprehension processes have more neural resources available

for further recruitment when task demands increase. In other

words, high-capacity individuals, who utilize a smaller pro-

portion of their resources in performing a baseline task, show

greater adaptability (manifested as a greater increase in

activation) to increasing demands because they have more

resources still available for recruitment.

An alternate possibility is that individual differences in neural

adaptability arise from a property of cortical dynamics that is

somewhat separable from resource availability and that varies

systematically between individuals. Potential facets of brain

function that may contribute to individual differences in neural

adaptability include differences in structural and functional

connectivity between cortical regions, differences in function-

ality of cognitive control mechanisms in the frontal regions of

the brain, and differences in speed of neural processing

(including rate of activation and subsequent deactivation).

According to this view, systematic differences in one or more

of these neural properties in high-capacity individuals result in

a tighter coupling between changes in the computational

demands of a task and changes in cortical activation (both in

amount and topography). These 2 accounts are not mutually

exclusive, as it is plausible that both efficient resource

utilization and resource allocation are necessary for fluent

neural adaptability.

To further explore the mechanism behind these individual

differences, the current experiment examined adaptability to

differing levels of syntactic complexity (syntactic adaptability)

under varying extrinsic working memory demands. If neural

adaptability were related to resource availability, then the

increased activation for complex sentences over simple senten-

ces would be attenuated as extrinsic working memory demands

increased. A similar pattern should be observed as a function of

individual differences in working memory capacity, such that

smaller increases in activation for complex over simple

sentences should be observed in low-capacity individuals. To

the extent that individual differences in adaptability arise

because of differences in resource availability, it is possible that

differential adaptability effects will be most readily observed

under conditions where some (lower capacity) individuals have

utilized all of their resources (thus having nothing left to

recruit), while other (higher capacity) individuals have not (and

thus have resources available for recruitment). It is possible,

therefore, that individual differences in adaptability will not be

observed either in easy conditions, where all individuals have

resources available for recruitment, or in extremely hard

conditions, where all individuals have utilized all available

resources. If, on the other hand, individual differences in

adaptability are related to some general facet of brain function

separable from resource availability, then individual differences

in neural adaptability should be observable in all conditions,

irrespective of task difficulty.

Neural Synchronization

In order for a cortical language network to function effectively,

the activities of coactivated network centers must be co-

ordinated. Such collaboration between 2 activated regions can

be measured in terms of the correlation of the activation time

series in one region with the activation time series of another

region. The extent to which the activation levels of 2 regions

rise and fall in tandem is considered an illustration of the

degree to which the 2 regions are collaborating or functionally

connected. ‘‘Functional connectivity’’ (Friston 1994) is a mea-

sure of the correlation between the activation time series of 2

cortical regions; it does not provide direct evidence that the

activity of one region causes activity in another region or that

the regions are directly communicating, but it nevertheless

provides a useful characterization of brain activity at the

network level rather than at the level of the individual region.

This level of characterization is particularly appropriate for

evaluating the response of an adaptive system to task demands,

and it may provide new insight into the nature of individual

differences at the network level.

Research on individual differences in sentence comprehen-

sion has found that functional connectivity during sentence

comprehension is higher in readers with greater working

memory capacity (Prat et al. 2007). High-capacity readers

showed higher synchronization between Broca’s (left inferior

frontal gyrus) and Wernicke’s (left posterior superior temporal

gyrus) areas. Additionally, high-capacity readers were better

able to maintain or increase the synchronization between brain

areas when computational demands (modulated by lexical

frequency and syntactic complexity) increased. The current

experiment attempted to extend previous findings by in-

vestigating changes in cortical synchronization as a function of

individual working memory capacity and reading skill under

different types of increasing task demands.

Neural Efficiency

Most of the seminal neuroscientific research on individual

differences in both reading skill and general intellectual

abilities has shown that more-skilled individuals generally

accomplish a task more efficiently, using fewer mental

resources, than less-skilled individuals (Maxwell et al. 1974;

Haier et al. 1988; Reichle et al. 2000; Prat et al. 2007, 2010;

Neubauer and Fink 2009). The assumption behind efficiency

research is that the amount of ‘‘mental resource consumption’’

that is required to perform a task is reflected by the amount of

brain activation observed during the task. Resource consump-

tion can be measured either by the spread of activation (more

focal activation patterns are more efficient) or by the intensity

of activation in a given area (less activation is more efficient).

4CAPS, a cognitive neuroarchitecture that maps mental re-

source utilization onto cortical activation (Just and Varma

2007), postulates that the size of the available individual neural

resource pool affects the amount of functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI)-measured activation observed during

a cognitive process. The amount of activation is interpreted

as an index of the proportion of the pool that is in use at any

given time. Thus, individuals with larger resource pools should

show less neural activation during a given sentence compre-

hension process than individuals with smaller resource

pools. This lower amount of brain activation shown during

the processing of a given task serves as a measure of neural
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efficiency. Note that the negative correlation between a psy-

chometrically measured cognitive ability and the amount of

activation in a cortical area central to a task is predicted only in

groups of healthy, nonbrain damaged individuals who already

know how to perform the task and are using the same strategy

to do so (for a review, see Neubauer and Fink 2009).

Several recent neuroimaging studies measuring neural

efficiency have found that more skilled or proficient individuals

have less activation in brain regions that centrally participate in

the relevant cognitive processes (e.g., Haier et al. 1988; Reichle

et al. 2000; Prat et al. 2007). For example, one study found that

in a sentence--picture verification task, participants with higher

verbal abilities, as indexed by reading span scores, had lower

activation volumes in typical language regions (e.g., Broca’s

area) when engaging in verbal strategies. Similarly, individuals

with higher visual--spatial skills, as indexed by mental rotation

test scores, had lower activation volumes in spatial processing

regions (e.g., parietal cortex) when engaging in spatial

strategies to solve the task (Reichle et al. 2000). In another

fMRI investigation of individual differences in sentence

comprehension, Prat et al. (2007) found that compared with

low-capacity readers, high-capacity readers showed less acti-

vation in bilateral frontal regions across sentences of varying

complexity, again suggesting that high-capacity individuals

exhibit more efficient use of neural resources. Taken together,

these findings provide evidence that skilled readers use

a smaller proportion of their resources in performing language

comprehension tasks. The current study tested the hypothesis

that such differences in neural efficiency underlie individual

differences in reading comprehension ability. In addition, the

relation between neural efficiency, resource availability, and

dynamic network configuration was explored by comparing

indices of efficiency, adaptability, and synchronization in

readers with varying working memory capacities and word

knowledge during sentence comprehension under varying

intrinsic and extrinsic demands.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Data were collected from 27 right-handed, native English-speaking

participants (15 males and 12 females [gender was included as

a nuisance variable in individual differences analyses], aged 18--25

years) who were paid undergraduate volunteers recruited through

Carnegie Mellon University. An additional 7 participants were tested

but excluded from analysis, either because of head motion greater than

2 mm (4 participants), a structural abnormality (one participant), or

poor task performance (greater than 20% error; 2 participants). All

participants gave informed consent.

Materials
The materials consisted of 60 sentences that were presented in 3

working memory load conditions: No Load (sentences alone), Low Load

(sentences plus words), and High Load (sentences plus nonwords). Half

of the sentences were syntactically simple, composed of 2 active-

conjoined clauses (e.g., ‘‘The kitten licked the puppy and climbed the

stairs’’), and the other half were syntactically complex, containing an

object-relative clause (e.g., ‘‘The kitten that the puppy licked climbed

the stairs’’). All sentences were constructed such that preexisting

semantic relations did not more readily pair subjects to verbs or objects

(in other words, ‘‘kitten’’ and ‘‘puppy’’ are relatively equally associated

with ‘‘licked’’ and ‘‘climbed’’). Simple and complex sentences were

equated for word length and for noun and verb frequency. No subjects,

verbs, or objects were repeated across the experiment, in either the

sentences or in the word probes.

The materials also included a set of memory items composed of 60

concrete, highly imageable nouns (e.g., pickle, jacket, cow) taken from

the online MRC Psycholinguistics Database and 60 pronounceable

nonwords (e.g., trokey, saft, ponget), constructed by changing 1 or 2

phonemes of real words. The memory items were grouped into 20 sets

of 3 words and 20 sets of 3 nonwords. Each set was composed of 2 one-

syllable items and one 2-syllable item. In the word condition, memory

items were not highly semantically associated with each other or with

the words in the sentence they preceded.

Sixty true/false memory probes tested recognition of either the

memory items or the sentences. In the No Load condition, where

sentences were presented alone, the memory probes tested recogni-

tion of information presented in the sentences. In the Low and High

Load conditions, where the sentences were preceded by memory

items, half of the memory probes tested recognition of information

presented in the sentence and the other half tested recognition of the

memory items. This design resulted in 40 sentence probes, 10 word

probes, and 10 nonword probes. Half of the sentence probes tested

recognition of information presented in the first clause of the sentence

and the other half of tested recognition of information presented in the

second half of the sentence. False sentence probes were constructed by

creating a mismatch between the actors and actions mentioned in the

sentence rather than introducing new information (e.g., ‘‘The pianist

that the composer admired had many fans could be followed by the

false comprehension probe ‘‘The pianist admired the composer’’ or

‘‘The composer had many fans’’). False memory item probes included 2

of the 3 original items (words or nonwords) with the third item

replaced by a foil of similar length. The foil replaced the first, second, or

third item with approximately equal frequency. In both the Low and

High Load conditions, participants did not know whether comprehen-

sion probes would investigate memory for sentences or for memory

items and were instructed to pay equal attention to both sources of

information.

Procedure
All participants underwent behavioral testing and fMRI practice

sessions 1 or 2 days prior to their scan. First, the Reading Span Test

(Daneman and Carpenter 1980), the Nelson-Denny Reading Test

(Riverside Publishing Company), and the Edinburgh Handedness

Inventory (Oldfield 1971) were administered, in that order. Second,

each participant practiced the paradigm with sample stimuli inside

a mock scanner.

Explicit instructions were given to minimize the likelihood that

participants would engage in different strategies during the fMRI

scanning paradigm. In the No Load condition, participants were

instructed to read each sentence for comprehension. In the Low Load

condition, participants were instructed to read the 3 concrete nouns

and form a mental picture that included the 3 items. They were then

instructed to hold the image in mind while reading the subsequent

sentence for comprehension. In the High Load condition, participants

were instructed to read the 3 nonwords and mentally rehearse them

while reading the sentences that followed for comprehension.

In the Low and High Load conditions, each trial began with a list of 3

memory items, presented simultaneously in a vertical column in the

center of the screen for 3 s. Immediately after the memory items

disappeared, a sentence was presented for 7 s (with words arrayed

normally from left to right). In the No Load condition, each trial began

with a sentence presented for 7 s. In all conditions, the sentences were

followed by a memory probe presented for 5 s. Participants were

instructed to press a mouse button corresponding to ‘‘true’’ or ‘‘false’’

based on the information presented in the comprehension probe as

quickly and as accurately as possible. Each trial concluded with a 7-s

rest, where an X appeared on the center of the screen. A schematic

diagram for timing in the High Load condition is presented in Figure 1.

The 3 working memory conditions were presented in blocks. All

participants received the No Load condition first. The order of Low and

High Load conditions varied across participants, such that half received

the High Load condition first and the other half received the Low Load
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condition first. Within blocks, sentence type (simple and complex) and

memory probe type (sentence or memory item) were presented in

random order. Four baseline periods occurred at the beginning, end,

and between blocks. During these baseline periods, participants viewed

an X on the center of the screen for 30 s and were instructed to relax

and clear their mind. Participants viewed the stimulus materials

(subtending a visual angle of approximately 30�) through a mirror that

reflected a projection screen behind the participant’s head.

fMRI Data Acquisition
Data were collected using a Siemens Allegra 3.0 T scanner at the

Brain Imaging Research Center jointly operated by Carnegie Mellon

University and the University of Pittsburgh. The study was performed

with a gradient echo planar pulse sequence with time repetition =
1000 ms, time echo = 30 ms, and a 60� flip angle. Seventeen oblique-

axial slices were imaged, and each slice was 5-mm thick with a gap of

1 mm between slices. The acquisition matrix was 64 3 64 with 3.125 3

3.125 3 5 mm voxels.

Data Analysis Methods

Behavioral Analyses

Response times for correct trials and error rates to probes were

analyzed separately for memory items and sentence comprehension

probes. This resulted in 2 separate analyses of variance (ANOVAs): a 2

(Syntactic Complexity) 3 3 (Working Memory Load) ANOVA for

sentence probes and a 2 (Syntactic Complexity) 3 2 (Working Memory

Load) ANOVA for memory items (as there were no memory items in

the No Load condition), with syntactic complexity and working

memory load as within-participant variables. Nelson-Denny Vocabulary

and reading span scores were used as between-participant covariates in

all analyses. Participants’ Nelson-Denny Vocabulary percentiles ranged

from 43 to 99, with a mean of 84 and standard deviation of 15.69.

Reading span scores ranged from 2.0 to 5.0, with a mean of 3.2 and

standard deviation of 0.88. Nelson-Denny and span scores were not

correlated (r27 = –0.15, P = 0.47) (While both vocabulary size and

working memory capacity are highly correlated with reading compre-

hension ability, they measure distinct reader characteristics and are not

necessarily correlated with one another. In a larger analysis of 84

individuals, we also found no correlation between vocabulary size and

working memory capacity [Prat et al. 2010].). Scatterplots depicting the

distribution of Nelson-Denny Vocabulary scores as a function of

Reading Span is depicted in supplementary Figure 1. All effects were

tested at a significance level of P < 0.05.

fMRI Data Analyses

The data were analyzed using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging

Neuroscience, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) to examine the distribution

of activation during sentence comprehension as a function of working

memory load and individual working memory capacity. Images were

corrected for slice acquisition timing, motion-corrected, normalized

to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template, resampled to

2 3 2 3 2 mm voxels, and smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian kernel to

decrease spatial noise. Statistical analyses were performed on individual

and group data using the general linear model (Independent regressors

were created for sentences, response probes, and memory items.

Memory items were not separated in time from sentences, but as

participants were instructed to rehearse the items in mind, there was

no feasible way to completely separate the hemodynamic response to

memory items and sentence probes.) as implemented in SPM2 (Friston

et al. 1995). Only results falling within gray matter were reported. For

individual participants, a fixed-effects model that incorporated a high-

pass filter with a cutoff of 378 s and an AR(1) correction for serial

autocorrelation was used to estimate parameters. Syntactic adaptability

was calculated in each of the 3 working memory load conditions as

the contrast of the parameter estimates for syntactically complex—

syntactically simple sentences. False discovery rate corrections

(Genovese et al. 2002) were applied to the group analyses with

a corrected height threshold of P < 0.05 and an extent threshold of 12

voxels, roughly corresponding to 2 voxels in native space. Individual

differences in syntactic adaptability and neural efficiency were assessed

on a voxel-wise basis using random-effects multiple regression models

in which Nelson-Denny vocabulary percentile and reading span scores

were entered simultaneously as regressors of interest, with gender

included as a nuisance variable, and the contrast of parameter estimates

for the syntactic complexity effect (all object-relative sentences minus

all active sentences) and for efficiency (all sentences minus fixation)

were the dependent variables. An uncorrected height threshold of P <

0.001 and an extent of 12 voxels were used for individual differences

analyses.

Connectivity Analyses

Twelve functionally defined and 2 anatomically defined regions of

interest (ROIs) were used for the connectivity analyses. Seven ROIs

were selected from a group of spherical ROIs previously defined to

encompass all the major regions of activation across a series of

discourse comprehension experiments. The selected ROIs were those

germane to sentence processing and working memory tasks and

included bilateral inferior frontal gyri (including Broca’s area and its RH

homologue), bilateral superior posterior temporal gyri (including

Wernicke’s area and its RH homologue), bilateral parietal regions, and

a medial frontal region. Because this task relied more heavily on

working memory and control centers than simpler discourse compre-

hension paradigms, an additional 5 functional ROIs were defined to

encompass regions of activation for which we did not have previously

defined ROIs, including bilateral superior frontal ROIs, LH striatum

(caudate and putamen), RH caudate, and precuneus (extending into

both hemispheres). We used 2 anatomically defined ROIs (as outlined

in Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) to capture activation in the

hippocampi because these regions are not captured well by spheres.

This resulting set of 14 ROIs was then grouped into 4 functional

networks: a LH language network (consisting of Broca’s and Wernicke’s

areas), a RH language network (consisting of the RH homologues of

Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas), a control network (consisting of bilateral

superior frontal, parietal, striatum, and medial frontal ROIs), and

a memory network (consisting of bilateral hippocampal ROIs and the

medial precuneus ROI). Network labels, centroid MNI coordinates, and

corresponding Brodmann’s areas (where applicable) for the 14 ROIs

are listed in Table 1.

The activation time course that served as the basis of the functional

connectivity analysis was extracted for each participant, averaged over

only the voxels within each of the functional ROIs that were activated

above a threshold of P = 0.001 (uncorrected) in any of the conditions.

The input data were the normalized and smoothed images that had

been low-pass filtered and had the linear trend removed. The functional

connectivity was computed separately for each participant as

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the presentation of a High Load trial.
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a correlation between the activation time courses (averaged over all of

the activated voxels) in a pair of ROIs. A participant was excluded from

analysis if the number of voxels activated in either of the ROIs

constituting the pair was less than 12. Network-level connectivity

analysis was conducted such that the average functional connectivity of

each pair of ROIs within a functional network or between 2 functional

networks was computed for each participant. Fisher’s r to z trans-

formation was applied to the correlation coefficients for each

participant prior to averaging. Separate 2 (Syntactic Complexity) 3 3

(Working Memory Load) ANOVAs were computed within and between

each of the 4 functional networks, with Nelson-Denny and reading span

scores as covariates. Syntactic complexity and working memory load

were within-subjects variables. All effects were tested at a significance

level of P < 0.05.

Results

Behavioral Results

Accuracy in the responses to the recognition probes across

conditions was relatively high (M = 89%; range = 82--98%), as

participants were trained prior to participating in the fMRI

experiment, and the sample included only participants with an

overall accuracy greater than 80%. These high accuracies

assured that the activation data reflected complete and

accurate processing of the task. All participants made more

errors on nonword memory items than word items, resulting in

a main effect of the type of working memory load (F1,24 = 7.91;

Mean Square Error (MSE) = 266.5). This effect was greater in

lower vocabulary individuals, for whom the nonword items

generated a greater increase in errors than for the higher

vocabulary individuals. This resulted in a reliable vocabulary by

working memory load interaction (F1,24 = 7.645; MSE = 266.5).

There were no reliable effects in the response times to memory

item probes, nor in the response times or accuracies to

sentence probes. Mean error rates and response times to

probes as a function of syntactic complexity and working

memory load are shown in Table 2.

Distribution of Activation

Each of the 6 sentence comprehension conditions resulted in

activation of broadly distributed networks including the

dominant LH language regions and their RH homologues, as

well as frontal, parietal, occipital, and subcortical regions.

Comprehension of these sentences was computationally de-

manding, as preexisting semantic relationships did not facilitate

pairings of agents and actions and resulted in rather extensive

activation clusters. While the level of activation in given regions

changed significantly across conditions and individuals, the set

of activated areas was similar across conditions. This large

overlap in distribution of activation across the 6 conditions is

depicted in Figure 2, with red indicating voxels that were

active in every condition and blue indicating voxels that were

active in only one of the 6 conditions.

Variation in Syntactic Adaptability

Individuals with higher working memory capacities showed

better syntactic adaptability (recruitment of additional resour-

ces with increasing syntactic complexity) than did individuals

with lower working memory capacities. This resulted in

a positive correlation between working memory capacity and

the contrast of complex--simple sentence activation across

extrinsic demand conditions, in a network of control and

memory regions (including prefrontal cortex, striatum, hippo-

campus, and precuneus). These results are consistent with our

previous findings indicating that high-capacity individuals

showed greater neural adaptability to lexical frequency

manipulations (also in prefrontal cortex and striatum) than

did low-capacity readers (Prat et al. 2007). There was also one

small cluster in the right paracentral lobule that showed

a positive correlation between vocabulary size and syntactic

adaptability. MNI coordinates, Brodmann’s areas, and peak T

values of clusters of activation where syntactic adaptability was

positively correlated with working memory span and vocabu-

lary size are listed in Table 3.

Table 1
Locations of 14 ROIs used in network connectivity analyses

Network Cortical region Brodmann’s area Radius Centroid MNI coordinates

x y z

LH language LH inferior frontal (Broca’s area) 45 14 �48 18 18
LH language LH posterior temporal (Wernicke’s area) 40 14 �52 �54 18
RH language RH inferior frontal (Broca’s homologue) 46 14 48 22 26
RH language RH posterior temporal (Wernicke’s homologue) 22 14 48 �50 6
Control Medial frontal 8 14 �2 20 50
Control LH superior frontal 6 12 �14 6 60
Control RH superior frontal 6 12 36 �12 52
Control LH parietal 40 14 �42 �42 42
Control RH parietal 40 14 40 �40 42
Control LH striatum (caudate and putamen) 12 �20 22 0
Control RH caudate and cingulum 25 12 8 12 14
Memory Precuneus 7 14 �2 �60 46
Memory LH hippocampus--anatomical
Memory RH hippocampus--anatomical

Table 2
Response times (RTs) and error rates (standard deviation [SD] in parenthesis) to comprehension

probes as a function of syntactic complexity and working memory load

No Load Low Load High Load

Sentence alone Sentence þ word Sentence þ nonword

RT (SD) Error (SD) RT (SD) Error (SD) RT (SD) Error (SD)

Active conjoined
Sentence 2119 (78) 8.2 (1.9) 2389 (96) 11.9 (2.9) 2391 (94) 7.4 (2.6)
Memory item — — 1833 (89) 8.1 (2.5) 2154 (98) 14.8 (3.5)

Object relative
Sentence 2144 (99) 5.2 (1.8) 2525 (106) 11.9 (2.7) 2492 (106) 11.9 (3.1)
Memory item — — 1959 (89) 8.1 (2.4) 2099 (100) 21.1 (5.3)
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To quantify the relation between working memory capacity

and syntactic adaptability across conditions, beta weights (for

the contrast of all complex minus all simple sentence

activation) were extracted for each voxel over the regions in

which there were reliable correlations between working

memory capacity and the activation difference between

complex and simple sentences. These regions were 9 spherical

ROIs with a 6-mm diameter (corresponding to 1 voxel in native

space) whose centroids were the peaks of the clusters

obtained in the whole-brain correlation between working

memory capacity and complex--simple activation differences,

as listed in Table 3. Average beta weights were calculated

within each region and then averaged across the 9 regions for

each individual. The resulting indices of syntactic adaptability

across the network of areas were highly correlated with

individual differences in working memory capacity (r27 = 0.71).

A scatterplot depicting this relation of increasing neural

adaptability with increasing working memory capacity (aver-

aged across the 6 ROIs) is shown in Figure 3.

Syntactic adaptability decreased in all participants as the

extrinsic working memory demands of the task increased. In

the No Load condition, where sentences were presented alone,

syntactically complex sentence comprehension resulted in

greater activation than syntactically simple sentences through-

out the LH language regions (including Broca’s and Wernicke’s

areas), as well as in the RH homologues of these regions and in

left middle and superior frontal gyri. In the Low Load condition

(sentences preceded by to-be-remembered words), syntacti-

cally complex sentences again resulted in more activation in

the LH language regions (and in the medial frontal region) than

simple sentences but with a smaller effect size than in the No

Load condition. In the High Load condition (sentences

preceded by to-be-remembered nonwords), there were no

reliable differences in activation evoked by syntactically simple

versus complex sentences (It is possible that the greater

adaptability observed in the No Load condition vs. the Low and

High Load conditions arose, in part, because of improved

modeling of the hemodynamic response for sentences when

they were not preceded by memory items. If this is true,

however, it does not explain why the largest reduction in

adaptability was observed between the Low and High Load

conditions, which both constituted complex trials with

memory items preceding the sentences.). Activation maps

depicting the syntactic adaptability effect (activation in

syntactically complex minus syntactically simple sentences)

as a function of external working memory load (increasing

down the 3 rows) are shown in Figure 4. Also shown in Figure 4

are bar graphs depicting the average beta weights across

Figure 2. Activation map showing the large amount of overlap in voxels activated across the 6 sentence comprehension conditions. Red regions indicate voxels that were
consistently activated in each condition, whereas blue regions show voxels that were only active in one condition.

Table 3
Positive correlations between working memory span, vocabulary size, and syntactic adaptability

Cortical Region Peak BA Cluster size Peak T value MNI coordinates

x y z

Positive correlation between working memory capacity and syntactic adaptability

LH superior frontal 6 16 3.78 �16 6 58
RH superior frontal/precentral 6 12 3.85 36 �12 56
LH caudate/putamen 70 4.69 �20 20 �2
RH caudate 26 4.21 18 18 8
RH caudate/cingulum 202 5.35 16 14 24
LH hippocampus 28 4.02 �34 �36 �4
LH precuneus 7 16 3.76 �10 �68 50
RH insula 13 194 4.88 16 �36 24
RH paracentral 5 14 4.12 18 �40 52

Positive correlation between vocabulary size and syntactic adaptability

RH paracentral 4 28 4.38 2 �38 62

Figure 3. Scatterplot depicting the relation between average syntactic adaptability
(mean complex—simple peak beta weights) and individual working memory capacity.
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individuals for the contrast of complex minus simple sentences

in the 3 working memory conditions in left inferior frontal

(Broca’s) and posterior temporal (Wernicke’s) ROIs. MNI

coordinates, Brodmann’s areas, and peak T values of the regions

of increased activation to syntactically complex sentences are

listed in Table 4.

In the Low Load condition only, activation in bilateral

inferior occipital regions increased for complex versus simple

sentences. This increase may have occurred because readers

were instructed to generate images from the to-be-remembered

words and hold them in mind during the sentences; the

comprehension of complex sentences may have increased the

difficulty of concurrently maintaining the images. There was

only one case, in the Low Load condition, in which there was

more activation (in bilateral middle frontal and RH inferior

parietal regions) for simple than complex sentences. This

finding may be attributable to a greater availability of resources

for maintenance of the generated mental image of the to-be-

remembered words during comprehension of the simple

sentences. These regions are described in Table 4.

Each of the regions that showed reduced adaptability with

decreased individual working memory capacity, with the

exception of the caudate nucleus, also showed decreased

adaptability with increased external working memory

demands. Taken together, these results indicate that the ability

to recruit additional resources in the face of increasing

syntactic processing demands decreases as resource availability

decreases.

Network Synchronization

Network functional connectivity analyses showed that individ-

uals with higher working memory capacities were better able

to maintain or increase cortical synchronization with in-

creasing syntactic complexity than were individuals with lower

working memory capacities. This was reflected by a reliable

interaction in the synchronization measure within executive

control regions between Syntactic Complexity and Working

Memory Capacity. The same 2 variables had the same in-

teractive effect on the synchronization between executive

control regions and LH language regions. These findings

suggest that differences in working memory capacity may be

driven by the ability of executive control areas of higher

capacity individuals to maintain or increase synchronization

with relevant cortical processing centers as task demands

increase. This was especially true in the Low and High Load

conditions, resulting in reliable Syntactic Complexity 3

Working Memory Capacity 3 Working Memory Load inter-

actions between LH language and memory regions, between

RH language and memory regions, between LH and RH

language regions, and within RH language regions. These

results suggest that synchronization between LH language

regions and their RH homologues and memory regions is

particularly important when language processing occurs under

high demands and that high-capacity readers are better able to

maintain such synchronization than are lower capacity readers.

Between LH language and memory regions, the mean

synchronization increased with syntactic complexity only in

the No Load condition, resulting in a Syntactic Complexity 3

Working Memory Load interaction. The increase in synchroni-

zation at the group level only in the No Load condition may

have occurred because only the high-capacity readers had the

ability to increase synchronization during Low and High Load

conditions (as indicated by the Syntactic Complexity 3

Working Memory Capacity 3 Working Memory Load interac-

tion described above). Scatterplots depicting (A) changes in

synchronization between language and control networks for

increased syntactic complexity as a function of working

memory capacity and (B) between language and memory

regions as a function of both working memory demand and

working memory capacity are shown in Figure 5. ANOVA and

follow-up statistics for network analyses are summarized in

Table 5. Individual differences in vocabulary were not related

to variability in network synchronization.

Neural Efficiency

Higher vocabulary individuals showed more efficient use of

(i.e., less activation in) frontal cortical regions during

Figure 4. Activation maps show regions of increased activation for complex versus simple syntax in each of the 3 working memory load conditions. Inferior frontal regions
(including Broca’s area and its RH homologue) are circled in red, superior posterior temporal regions (including Wernicke’s area and its RH homologue) are circled in blue, and the
medial frontal region is circled in green. The bar graphs depict mean signal change (syntactically complex—simple sentence beta weights) averaged across LH inferior frontal
(red) and posterior temporal (blue) ROIs in each of the 3 working memory load conditions (error bars show standard error of the mean).
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sentence comprehension across conditions than did lower

vocabulary individuals. The resulting negative correlations

between Nelson-Denny Vocabulary scores and neural activa-

tion were observed in bilateral inferior and middle frontal gyri

and in the superior medial frontal region. No positive

correlations between vocabulary size and activation were

observed.

The relation between working memory capacity and neural

efficiency was not as straightforward as the relation between

increased vocabulary and increased neural efficiency. Both

positive correlations (in left orbital and right superior frontal

regions) and negative correlations (in the right parahippocam-

pal region) were found. MNI coordinates, Brodmann’s areas,

and peak T values for clusters of activation that reliably

correlated with vocabulary and working memory capacity are

listed in Table 6.

Discussion

The Neural Correlates of Reading Experience and
Dynamic Information Processing

To our knowledge, this experiment represents the first attempt

to independently characterize the neural underpinnings of

a specific index of word knowledge (vocabulary) and a general

measure of cognitive capacity (verbal working memory) during

sentence comprehension. The results suggest that individual

differences in word knowledge are primarily related to the

total amount of resources utilized, whereas individual differ-

ences in working memory capacity are primarily related to

dynamic facets of brain function. The separable characteristics

of word knowledge and working memory capacity described

here help to shed light on the complexities of the neural

foundations of comprehension abilities.

Readers with better word knowledge showed greater neural

efficiency (less activation) across task conditions than did

readers with lower vocabulary scores in the current experi-

ment. These results are consistent with Maxwell’s seminal

investigation of reading skill and efficiency (Maxwell et al.

1974) as well as with a more recent investigation of individual

differences in inferential processes (Prat et al. forthcoming).

We propose that this increased efficiency is related to

increased reading experience in the high-vocabulary individu-

als. The correlation between increased print exposure and

increased vocabulary has been well established in the literature

(Stanovich and West 1989; Stanovich 1993; Stanovich et al.

1995; Acheson et al. 2008; Long et al. 2008). Thus, the task of

encoding and comprehending words and sentences is more

practiced by and should be less demanding of processing

activity for experienced readers. This reduction in processing

is indexed by reduced neural activation. Neuroimaging studies

provide direct evidence of such increased neural efficiency

with training. For example, practice with mirror reading

paradigms results in reduced activation in the right superior

parietal regions associated with the mental transformations

required for mirror reading (Poldrack et al. 1998; Kassubek

et al. 2001; Poldrack and Gabrieli 2001; Ilg et al. 2008), whereas

practice with Tetris, a visuospatially demanding video game,

Table 4
Significant activation differences between complex and simple sentences as a function of working memory load

Cortical region Brodmann’s areas Cluster size Peak T value MNI coordinates

x y z

Sentences alone: complex [ simple
LH inferior frontal 44, 45 491 4.49 �44 16 14
LH insula, inferior frontal 47 280 4.87 �26 30 �2
LH middle frontal/precentral 6 1247 6.54 �40 4 48
LH superior frontal, bilateral SMA 6 564 6.62 �6 10 64
LH superior/medial frontal 10 289 4.84 �12 58 24
Bilateral medial orbital frontal 11 29 3.96 6 50 �16
LH middle/superior temporal, precuneus 21, 22, 39 12, 767 9.42 �58 �10 �20
RH inferior frontal, insula, putamen 13 383 4.49 36 26 12
RH inferior frontal 45, 47 43 3.29 54 30 0
RH middle frontal/precentral 6 29 2.97 34 �2 44
RH anterior middle/inferior temporal 20, 21 634 6.19 50 �10 �26
RH middle/superior temporal, angular 21, 37, 39 572 4.21 50 �46 10
RH fusiform 36, 37 209 4.31 26 �32 �26
LH parahippocampus/hippocampus 28 23 3.00 �12 �12 �18
RH hippocampus, amygdala 28 26 3.13 22 �6 �14
RH caudate nucleus 28 3.06 8 12 14
RH thalamus, pallidum 34 363 3.83 8 �2 �8
LH rolandic operculum, Heschl’s 13 20 3.09 �30 �32 14
LH cerebellum 15 3.04 �10 �60 �28

Sentences þ words: complex [ simple
LH inferior frontal 44, 45 334 6.00 �56 22 16
LH middle frontal/precentral 6 201 4.34 �34 0 64
LH superior/medial frontal 10 200 4.23 �8 58 24
LH middle/superior temporal, angular 21, 22, 39 3303 7.74 �54 �40 0
LH precuneus 7 496 4.95 �10 �52 40
LH middle occipital 19 73 3.75 �28 �84 24
LH occipital/fusiform 17, 18, 19, 37 1380 5.97 �12 �86 0
RH anterior middle temporal 21 57 4.59 56 2 �28
RH occipital/fusiform 17, 18 358 5.03 40 �90 0
RH occipital 17 114 3.7 8 �82 6

Sentences þ words: simple [ complex
LH middle frontal 10, 46 177 5.62 �42 54 4
RH inferior parietal 40 141 5.3 48 �54 46
RH middle/orbital frontal 10, 11, 46 281 5.52 40 46 �8
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results in decreased activation primarily in frontal regions

(Haier et al. 2009). It is plausible, therefore, that the observed

reduction of activation in the frontal regions of skilled readers

results from increased reading experience.

The relation between individual working memory capacity

and neural efficiency is less clear. Rypma and Prabhakaran

(2009) found that the relation between working memory

capacity and efficiency varied across brain regions and

Table 5
ANOVA statistics for network connectivity analyses

Networks df F MSE Follow-up analyses

Syntactic complexity 3 capacity Correlation: WM capacity and (complex--simple)
Control (within) 1, 24 4.28 0.036 r 5 0.44**
Control-LH language 1, 24 4.39 0.037 r 5 0.44**

Load 3 syntactic complexity Complex--simple in 3 WM Load Conditions
LH language--memory 2, 23 3.45 0.022 t 5 1.67* (no), t 5 �0.58 (low), t 5 �0.65 (high)

Load 3 syntactic complexity 3 capacity Correlation: WM and (complex--simple) by Load
LH language--memory 2, 23 7.17 0.022 r 5 �0.14 (no), r 5 0.55** (low), r 5 0.27 (high)
LH-RH language 2, 23 3.81 0.022 r 5 �0.10 (no), r 5 0.50** (low), r 5 0.35* (high)
RH language--memory 2, 23 4.04 0.021 r 5 �0.16 (no), r 5 0.48** (low), r 5 0.34* (high)
RH language (within) 2, 23 4.14 0.03 r 5 0.06 (no), r 5 0.53** (low), r 5 0.33* (high)

Note: Probabilities for follow-up: *P\ 0.10, **P\ 0.05. df, degrees of freedom.

Figure 5. Scatterplots depicting modulation of synchronization (functional connectivity in syntactically complex--simple sentences) between (A) the language and control
networks across conditions, a function of individual working memory capacity, and (B) between the language and memory networks as a function of individual working memory
capacity in the No Load, Low Load, and High Load conditions.
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a function of the nature of the task and hypothesized that

increased activation in frontal regions during complex tasks

may result in better binding and faster and more efficient

retrieval at a later stage of processing. Our results may reflect

this to some extent, as increased working memory capacity was

associated with both increased activation in prefrontal control

regions and with decreased activation in parahippocampal

memory regions. Our previous investigation of individual

differences in sentence comprehension found increased neural

efficiency as a function of increased individual working

memory capacity (Prat et al. 2007). A possible explanation for

the difference between these and our previous results is that

our previous results did not account for differences in reading

experience. Prat et al. (2007) compared extreme working

memory capacity groups, increasing the likelihood that high-

capacity readers also differed in reading experience from low-

capacity readers. Thus, individual differences in reading

experience may explain the efficiency differences observed

in our previous study. The current study investigated individ-

uals across a broad range of working memory span scores. In

these participants, working memory capacity was not corre-

lated with vocabulary size (r27 = –0.15, P = 0.47). The lack of

a correlation between working memory capacity and vocabu-

lary in this sample allows us to separately consider the

influence of the 2 factors. In the current study, vocabulary

size was a better and more consistent predictor of neural

efficiency than was working memory capacity. These results

suggest that increased neural efficiency in frontal regions

with increased vocabulary size may result from less-effortful

encoding of materials associated with increased reading

experience.

Working memory capacity, on the other hand, was primarily

related to dynamic facets of network function. Higher capacity

readers showed a better ability to recruit additional resources

while maintaining or increasing synchronization between

regions than did lower capacity readers when the syntactic

complexity of tasks increased under a variety of extrinsic

working memory demands. Our previous research similarly

found that high-capacity readers showed greater recruitment

of resources with increasing lexical processing demands

(decreased lexical frequency) and better maintenance or

increase of synchronization with increasing lexical and

syntactic processing demands (Prat et al. 2007). Taken

together, these studies suggest that individual differences in

the ability to dynamically configure and coordinate neural

resources with changes in task demands are important for

reading comprehension ability and are related to differences in

working memory capacity.

It is likely that the observed individual differences in

dynamic network configuration and synchronization are not

specific to language comprehension tasks but may reflect more

general fluid information processing abilities. The demands

imposed by complex cognitive tasks are dynamic in nature,

changing both qualitatively and quantitatively from moment to

moment. It follows that a neural system that can effectively

adapt by recruiting resources on an as-needed basis will

perform better than one that is less flexible, particularly when

the task is more challenging. As discussed previously, psycho-

metric indices of verbal working memory capacity correlate

very highly with indices of reasoning and fluid information

processing ability (e.g., Kyllonen and Christal 1990; Engle et al.

1999), and neuroanatomical investigations have shown consid-

erable overlap in the cortical regions correlated with individual

differences in working memory capacity and intelligence

(Colom et al. 2007). Early electrophysiological experiments

showed such increasing neural adaptability with increased IQ

(e.g., Shucard and Horne 1973; Schafer 1982). Garlick’s (2002)

model of information processing in parallel distributed net-

works highlighted the importance of neural adaptability for

intelligent behavior. In addition, the parietofrontal integration

theory of intelligence (Jung and Haier 2007) highlights the

importance of synchronization of function between frontal and

posterior regions for intelligent behavior. Our results are

consistent with this theory and extend it by showing that

modulation of synchronization between frontal and parietal

regions (which were included in our ‘‘control’’ network)

increased with increasing working memory capacity. In

summary, our finding that high-capacity readers are able to

dynamically recruit and synchronize neural networks with

changing task demands is likely a reflection of their improved

general information processing abilities. One prediction that

can be derived from these characterizations of our results is

that the experientially dependent neural efficiency results

should be observed only in learned verbal tasks, whereas the

relation between working memory capacity and neural

adaptability and synchronization should apply to novel tasks

and a broad range of domains. We view this as an avenue for

future research.

Neural Adaptability and Resource Availability

These results extend our previous findings showing that

adaptability or dynamic recruitment of neural resources in

the face of increasing task demands is one of the defining

characteristics of mental abilities (Garlick 2002; Newman et al.

2005; Prat et al. 2007). One of the goals of this study was to

investigate the mechanisms underlying individual differences in

neural adaptability. One possible account of the phenomenon

is that individual differences in adaptability arise because more

efficient processes in baseline conditions (requiring a smaller

proportion of the resources) result in greater availability of

resources for recruitment when demands increase. Another

account is that individual differences in adaptability arise

because of systematic variability between individuals in cortical

dynamics. These findings provide support for both accounts.

The first account predicts that neural adaptability will

decrease as resource availability decreases. The current study

found that all individuals showed decreased adaptability to

Table 6
Correlations between reading skill, working memory capacity, and activation across sentence

types

Cortical region Peak, BA Cluster size Peak T value MNI coordinates

x y z

Negative correlation between reading skill and sentence activation
LH middle/inferior frontal 9 85 4.50 �28 44 10
RH inferior frontal 46 42 4.10 52 22 28
LH inferior frontal 47 18 4.5 �58 20 �2
RH middle frontal 10 12 4.09 32 44 4
Superior/medial frontal, SMA 6 45 4.47 �4 6 66

Negative correlation between working memory capacity and sentence activation
RH parahippocampal 36 19 4.03 14 �2 20

Positive correlation between working memory capacity and sentence activation
LH inferior orbital frontal 11 32 4.58 �20 26 �12
RH superior frontal 6 14 3.94 20 0 70
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syntactic demands when the extrinsic working memory task

was added (decreasing resource availability) and no adaptability

to syntactic demands in the High Load condition (which

presumably exhausted resource availability). In addition, we

replicated our previous findings by showing that low-capacity

individuals (who presumably have fewer resources available)

showed poorer adaptability to syntactic demands across

working memory loads. Taken together, these results provide

evidence that neural adaptability is related to resource

availability and that individual differences in adaptability

are therefore related to individual differences in resource

availability.

The individual differences in neural adaptability observed

cannot, however, be fully explained by resource availability.

First, factors that predicted neural efficiency were different

from those that predicted neural adaptability. For example,

these results showed that individuals with higher reading skills

exhibited more efficient use of frontal cortical resources than

did individuals with lower reading skills. Based on the resource

availability account, this should also generate an environment

for greater syntactic adaptability in frontal regions for highly

skilled readers due to a greater availability of remaining

resources. However, increased adaptability with increased

reading skill was observed in only one small cluster of

activation in the RH paracentral region. Similarly, high-capacity

individuals showed reliably greater syntactic adaptability in

prefrontal cortex and in the striatum, although no reliable

differences in neural efficiency were detected in these regions.

Additionally, we did not find any reliable differences in the

correlations between individual working memory capacity and

adaptability as working memory load increased. In fact,

the relation between adaptability and working memory

capacity was essentially the same in the High Load and

No Load conditions. Thus, although resource availability is

clearly a necessary condition for neural recruitment, our

data suggest some other facet of brain function that underlies

cortical dynamics may also systematically differ between

individuals. Below we describe how the cofunctioning of the

prefrontal cortex and the striatum may contribute to one such

mechanism.

Neural Adaptability and Cortical Information Transfer

In 2 investigations of individual differences in sentence

comprehension, we have shown that higher working memory

capacity individuals show greater modulation of the amount

of activation in the prefrontal cortex and the striatum in the

face of changing linguistic demands (e.g., syntactic complex-

ity and lexical frequency) than do lower working memory

capacity individuals. These regions have been extensively

reported as activating in neuroimaging investigations of

working memory (e.g., Braver et al. 1997; Rypma et al. 1999;

Lewis et al. 2004). With respect to language comprehension

processes, researchers have claimed that the striatum

(specifically the caudate nuclei) is involved in the recruit-

ment of controlled processes (Friederici 2006), explaining

why activation is found during linguistic tasks, especially

complex ones (e.g., Crinion et al. 2006; Mason and Just 2007;

Ketteler et al. 2008).

Of particular interest are a class of theories that propose that

the striatum serves a general role in routing information

throughout the cortex (Gurney et al. 2001; O’Reilly and Frank

2006; Stocco et al. 2010). Although these theories differ in their

proposed mechanisms, the consensus among them is that the

striatum functions like a gate, receiving input from all the

cortical regions, working in collaboration with the prefrontal

cortex (which receives most of the outputs from the striatum)

to select which signals should pass between cortical regions,

limiting interference and ensuring that selected representa-

tions will transfer to appropriate cortical centers.

In this study, we found that high-capacity readers showed

greater recruitment of both striatum and prefrontal regions

with increased syntactic complexity. We also showed greater

increases in synchronization within control regions and

between control and language regions with increased syntactic

complexity. These results suggest that improved prefrontal--

striatal communication may be a mechanism modulating the

neural adaptability that underpins cognitive abilities in high-

working memory capacity individuals.

In light of current theories of the role of the striatum in

information transfer, it is possible that adaptability results such

as those observed in prefrontal and caudate regions in this

experiment may be related to individual differences in the ease

with which relevant information can be dynamically trans-

ferred to cortical processing centers and that this ability

underpins individual differences in general mental abilities that

require maintenance and manipulation of information, such as

working memory capacity and fluid intelligence.

Summary

In summary, understanding how neural systems adapt in the

face of changing task demands is an important, yet often

overlooked, determinant of individual differences in perfor-

mance in cognitive tasks. Such dynamic network configuration

and synchronization properties are related to individual differ-

ences in verbal working memory capacity, and we propose that

they reflect a more general fluidity in information processing

capabilities. In addition, more specific indices of verbal abilities

or experience on a given task are reflected by the total amount

of neural resources used to complete the task. Applying these

definitions, we may be able to determine how individual ability

(or inability) to perform a task arises from an interaction of

general information processing abilities and experience with

a particular task or class of tasks. In addition, these findings

suggest that neural adaptability is related to, but somewhat

separable from, resource availability.
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